Fixed Income Research Associate

The Fixed Income Research Associate Program is designed to recruit talented, industrious undergraduates to support Fidelity’s bond and money market process and train them with the foundational skills they need. Associates will be assigned to a research team focused on municipal, financial, industrial, or macro research. They will be trained to analyze the credit quality of individual issuers as well as the structural features of securities in the bond and money markets. They will work with expert analysts to learn how to build financial models and develop credit opinions and investment recommendations. Associates will also participate in meetings with bond issuers, credit rating agencies, sell-side research analysts, and investment bankers. The investment process is heavily team-based, so associates will contribute regularly to group activities and teamwork.

Participation in this program may last up to four years. Associates will be provided an opportunity to build an outstanding skillset positioning them for more senior roles within Fidelity and the Asset Management industry or to attend top graduate programs.

Summer 2021 Program Details

Qualifications:
Class of 2021

Location:
Merrimack, NH

Application Window:
July 27 – August 23, 2020

From a Fixed Income Research Associate...

Megan Handa
University of California, Santa Barbara, Class of 2019

“The Research Associate program is highly collaborative and has provided me with the opportunity to refine my investing process under the guidance of portfolio managers, experienced analysts, and traders across the firm. Working at Fidelity has given me unique access to ministers of finance, political leaders, and industry experts to evaluate sovereign credits.”